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THE “TIPPA” - DEMIC

-Brin Glass, Sophomore Writer

Recently, I have found myself succumbing to an idiotic epidemic. I am hoodwinked by people I consider to be  
“friends.” These vile creatures take advantage of my gullibility and caring nature in the most sinister ways: Joe 
Mamma jokes.
 It starts with a riveting and highly intellectual conversation, the only kind I engage in. A so-called friend and I 
are catching up. Chatting about our daily routines and classes, maybe what we did during the week or why you don’t 
let a pigeon drive a bus. I enjoy these genuine moments with my dearest peers and followers. 
 But, recently, their demeanor has changed. Their tone becomes psychotic as they ever-so inch you closer and 
closer to their trap. Dangling the bait in front of your face like you’re some kind of zoo animal. You are only there to 
satisfy their pleasure-driven love of embarrassing others. Their eyes pierce into your soul, licking their lips, snaggle 
tooth exposed. They wait for you to say it. To say: Who’s Joe? Which Ben? What happened at the Wendy’s in Newark? 
That, my quiet grasshoppers, that is when they’ve caught you. That is when you are officially #WASTED.
 This sickness is taking over all of my friends, which has motivated me to become a
teacher. A teacher who teaches the avoidance of falling for a Joe Mamma joke. This is how you
do it:
 1. Avoid ALL of these words. UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES NECESSARY.
  Joe, Candace, Eucalyptus, Pudding, Wendy’s, Imagine, Dragon, Ben, any white man’s name   
 (just to be safe), Ligma/Sugma, Hugh, Sofa, and many, many more.
 2. Avoid any questions that start with, Who, What, Where, and Why.
 3. DO NOT talk to anyone in D-Chi.
 4. Get less gullible.
 5. And my final lesson. I have decided to share my stories of being tricked. Of my
  stupidity and vulnerability. Here are word-for-word convos I have had; hopefully, you will   
 never fall victim to these:
 (I am B, the rest of the identities are secret.)

Writing this has been extremely difficult, but I knew I needed to raise awareness of this sickness plaguing campus. I 
hope this has been a help to those especially socially-unaware. Remember, never trust anyone during the Tippa-demic. 
What’s the tippa-demic definition you ask? TIPPA - 
DIS D*CK!!! Sorry.  - Sensei Brin
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WHAT TO DO FOR FALL BREAK 
SINCE YOU DON’T HAVE PLANS

* Switch rooms with one of your friends while they’re gone! No one locks their doors anyway, they’ll 
never know!
*Camp in the bio reserve! No one has EVER done this before!
* If you can make it to Lodi, CA sometime October 13-16,
you can attend the 17+ Alcatraz Circus! It’s one of the ONLY 
immersive prison-themed circuses in existence!!
* Join in on the plans your friends have already made! They totally
want you there they just haven’t asked you yet! I swear they really want you there, they just assumed 
someone else already asked you…
* Buy this $1 house on Zillow! 5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms,
 2,800sqft, now THATS a good deal! It’s only 11 minutes 
away and you could maybe even party after 1am there! 
You’re a homeowner now so you can use it after fall break ends
 too.. OR you can rent it out! People LOVE landlords! 
* Go home with your fwb, but keep things casual still!! Sneak
 in and out of the house, NO meeting the parents! This is the height of your relationship anyway be-
fore halloweekend ruins everything, make it count!
* Hit up the friend that goes to a college somewhere COOL (like NYU or like OSU Newark!)! So 
what you haven’t talked since high school graduation, it’s time to catch up!
* Hamilton is in town!!! Missed the show on the 11th?
Don’t worry there are a few shows left to relive your 
favorite APUSH memories in Columbus on the 12th,
14th, 16th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, or 23rd!! These show
 times are non-stop
* Use the $100 voucher you got when the airport lost 
your luggage and go on a free, lavish trip to wherever 
you can find round tickets for only $100!
* Recreate one of the Denison 2020 Covid wellness days!
 Instead of going on fall break, attend the craziest darty of your life and sneak off campus later to get 
drive-through (don’t tell anyone though or they will blue whistle you…)
* Go to the Indian Mound mall AMC and eat some of that delicious buttered popcorn with extra but-
ter! This will keep you pretty busy for the entire day cause you will most definitely get food poison-
ing!
* Do nothing! Stay on campus and get rest to heal from that sickness you got two weeks ago. Get 
ahead on your assignments and reflect on all of the embarrassing things you have done so far this 
semester that your peers will never forget. Think about how your parents don’t love you enough to let 
you come home. And if you aren’t drunk all four days of break, consider it self care!
* Start planning your spring break trip so this doesn’t happen again (it will happen again)! You only 
have 150 days left!

-Evie Waters, Senior Writer

-Caroline Lopez, Sophomore Writer


